
Hi-Fi Music Solution Provider

Hi-Fi Music Streamer

DC Upgrade Cable

Better sound, better life.



Silent Angel – Munich M1

6mm thickness aluminum alloy, 
quality texture presents the 
elegance of M1.

6.35mm headphone jack 
output to fit your hi-end 
headset, as convenient as it 
can be.

4 LED indicators.

Mute*1, Power*1

Source format*2 (DSD_Y/PCM_G)

Digital Audio Output: 
AES/EBU, I2S, Coaxial, USB

Analog Audio Output:
RCA L+R*1 (2V Level)

1000Mbps Ethernet(GbE)*1

Extra storage:

USB 3.0*2. USB 2.0*1

Power Input: 
5V DC 5.5-2.1mm DC Jack

Expansion:
M-IO*1, M-LINK*1  

Compact size

155 x 50.4 x 110mm.

Full functionalities

To fulfill versatile needs.

A maximized audio 

experience in the tiniest 

hi-fi system.

Front Panel Back Panel

Functionally Agile Hi-Fi Music Streamer



Silent Angel – Munich M1

Hi-Fi Audio

Built-in DAC and Headphone amp to fit all the audio scenarios. 

Lossless Sound In Your Headphone

Reflect Emotions From Your Speakers

Partner Up With Your Gears 

Proudly Embrace HI-FI Music Life 



Silent Angel – VitOS Orbiter

Managing your music in a better way, based on VitOS. 

Both support Android system & IOS system.

Easy to Apply

Mainly designed to control Silent Angel series products, 
and other VitOS applications.

Specialized Application

Using VitOS Orbiter to search for supported devices in 
the same LAN, connect and configure the audio devices.

Wireless Operating

Quickly browsing the music, detailedly viewing the music 
information, optimizing the music transmission, etc.

Playback Features



Silent Angel – Bastei Series

RS

SS Brings the clearest and most melodious digital signals to 

your audio system, purely glorify the music nature, 

sophisticated and straightforward.

Snowy White (Silver*Silver_Positive*Negative)

Endows more than black and white to digital signals, 

transmits to the profoundness, close your eyes and listen 

to the color of music through it. 

Zebra Plaid (Copper*Silver_Positive*Negative)

SR Seasons signal transmission and sweetens audio sound to 

feed your taste, a delicate combination to the plump 

music experience.

Black Tiramisu (Silver*Red Copper_Positive*Negative)

RR Thickens the sound field and the background of your audio 

system, brightens up the signal shade for you to listen to the 

figure of music. 

Light Orange (Red Copper*Red Copper_Positive*Negative)

Flexibly Mighty DC Upgrade Cable - 4 different combinations to colorize your sound fantasy. 



Silent Angel – Bastei Series

RS

SS Brings the clearest and most melodious digital signals to 

your audio system, purely glorify the music nature, 

sophisticated and straightforward.

Snowy White (Silver*Silver_Positive*Negative)

Endows more than black and white to digital signals, 

transmits to the profoundness, close your eyes and listen 

to the color of music through it. 

Zebra Plaid (Copper*Silver_Positive*Negative)

SR Seasons signal transmission and sweetens audio sound to 

feed your taste, a delicate combination to the plump 

music experience.

Black Tiramisu (Silver*Red Copper_Positive*Negative)

RR Thickens the sound field and the background of your audio 

system, brightens up the signal shade for you to listen to the 

figure of music. 

Light Orange (Red Copper*Red Copper_Positive*Negative)

Flexibly Mighty DC Upgrade Cable - 4 different combinations to colorize your sound fantasy. 

20cm for “ Stacking Up “

50cm for “ Cross Rack ”

150cm for “ Deployment Optimization ”



Upgrade Kit

Silent Angel series products are a systematic method to optimize the streaming service.

Bonn N8 Munich M1 Forester F1 

Want to have both clear and natural sounds in 
your ears?

The answer is here waiting for you to hear! 



Thunder Data Co., Ltd.

E-mail: info@thunder-data.com, Tel: +86-756-882-1956

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

Better sound, better life.

The future of digital music is coming, we are prepared to integrate and discover. 
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